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Some remarks upon the article 
of Alan Freeman 

«Marx without equilibrium»

by
Georg Stamatis

In his article «Marx without equilibrium» Alan Freeman (1995) subjects to 
criticize the «simultaneist concept of determination [of the production prices]» 
and argues for the «sequential approach [of determination of the production 
prices]».

In the following we clarify the terms «simultaneist concept» and «se
quential approach». Afterwards we make some remarks upon the respective 
opinions of Alan Freeman.

Suppose the production system [B, A, i , x] that uses the linear, square, 
productive technique [B, A, l] and operates at the activity levels x, where 
denote:

B, B > 0, the nxn output matrix,
A, A > 0, the nxn matrix of the inputs in means of production, 
l, L > 0, the lxn  vector of labour inputs, when the production system operates 

at the basic activity levels, and
x, x > 0, the nxl vector of the activity levels of the system.

Since the given production technique is ex hypothesis productive it holds

We suppose that the wages are paid at the end of the production period. 
Consequently it holds for the lxn vector of the uniform production prices p, 
the uniform profit rate r and the uniform nominal wage rate w:

( B - A ) 1 > 0 . ( 1 )

pB = p ( l  + r ) A + w/ , (2)
where

w > 0 ( 3)

(4)
and

r > 0.
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We also suppose
[B -  (1 + r) A ]'1 > 0. (5)

Under the assumptions (3), (4) and (5) we get from (2)

p = w£ [B -  (1 + r) A]'1. (6)

It can be proved that, if the matrix B +A  is reducible and its canonical 
form is

B + A  =
(B + A )n (B + A )12 

0 (B + A)22

where (B +A )n and (B+A )22 are square, irreducible matrices and (B +A )n > 0, 
(B +A )12 > 0 and (B +A )22 > 0, i.e., if the non-basic commodities enter the pro
duction of non-basic commodities, then -depending on the arithmetical value 
of r -  there appear either infinite and negative production prices of the non- 
basic commodities or zero production prices of the basic commodities.

In order to exclude production prices of such a kind we suppose 
(assumption (a)) that matrix B +A  is either irreducible or, if it is reducible, its 
canonical form is

B + A  =
(B + A)n (B + A )12 

0 0

This means that either there don’t exist non-basic commodities or, if they 
exist, they don’t enter the production of the non-basic commodities.

Taking into account (3), (4), (5) and the above assumption (a) we get from
( 6)

p > 0 . (7)

Thus, if both w and r are given, (6) determines uniquely and fully the 
production price vector p. For this reason the vector p is the vector of the 
absolute and not that of the relative production prices.

The above determination of the price vector p calls Alan Freeman the 
«simultaneist concept».

According to the above the «simultaneist concept» does not define always 
uniquely determined and positive production prices. The production prices 
defined by this concept are uniquely determined and positive, only if the given 
production system either does not produce non-basic commodities or, if it
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does, the non-basic commodities do not enter the production of non-basic 
commodities.

In addition, the «simultaneist concept» presupposes nothing about the 
demanded and the produced quantities of commodities. Consequently this 
concept says nothing about of the equilibrium or non equilibrium of the com
modity market.

Thus, if the «simultaneist concept» defines at all a notion of equilibrium, 
this notion consists merely in the statement that, under the assumptions (3), 
(4), (5) and (a) and for given production technique and given w and r, the 
absolute production prices are uniquely determined and positive.

The simultaneous determination of the production prices p requires not 
necessarily that both w and r are given. It is sufficient that either r or w is given. 
If only r is given, (6) determines uniquely the vector (p, w) of the relative 
production prices of the n produced commodities and of the commodity 
«labour power». If, on the contrary, only w is given, (6) yields n solutions for r 
and p. There exists always a solution for r and p such that r > 0 and p > 0. This 
is the solution which yields the smallest non-negative arithmetical value for r.

The determination of the production prices by Ricardo (on the basis of his 
«corn model»), by Marx1, by Miihlpfort, by Dmitriev, by von Bortkiewicz, by 
Sraffa et allii is a «simultaneist concept» or rather the «simultaneist concept». 
This concept of Ricardo, Marx et allii is just a concept of determination of the 
production prices and the uniform profit rate for given uniform nominal or real 
wage rate2 and it is not a Walrasian general equilibrium model for the determi
nation of both the prices and the produced (= demanded) quantities of the 
commodities.

John von Neumann, who has known that the Walrasian model does not 
always yield uniquely determined and positive prices (see Kaldor 1989), has 
present a general equilibrium model in order to determine uniquely de
termined and positive equilibrium prices and quantities (see von Neumann 
1937). He failed in his attempt. For, first, the prices that his model determines

1. The fact that one can conceive the incorrect Marxian determination of the production prices 
as the first computational step of a correct iterative determination (see Stamatis 1995) does 
not imply that the Marxian determination of the production prices is not a «sumultaneist 
concept» but now a «iterative», i.e. a «sequential approach».

2. It is also a concept of determination of the production prices and the nominal wage rate for 
given profit rate or a concept of determination of the production prices for given nominal 
wage rate and given profit rate.
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are non-zero but arbitrary, second, the commodity quantities that his model 
determines are not absolute but merely relative quantities and, third, in frame
work of his model the produced commodities are determined not by the 
demand (which von Neumann does not take into account) but only by the 
choice of the production technique that maximizes the maximum real rate of 
growth (see Stamatis 1998).

* * *

Consider now what Alan Freeman with «sequential approach» means. We 
suppose

B-1 > 0 (8)
and

[ I - ( l  + r )A B 1]-1 > 0 .  (9)

Taking into account (8) and (9) we get from (2)

p = p ( l  + r) AB'1 + w/B '1 =» (10)

p [I — (1 + r) AB'1] = w/B '1 =>

p = w*B1[ I - ( l  + r)AB-1] 1. (11)

The equation system (11) yields p > 0. For we get from (11)

p = w  ̂{[I — (1 + r) A B ^JB }'1 =>

p = w * [B -(l + r ) A ] 1, (6)

from which, because of (3), (4), (5) and assumption (a), we get p>0.

One can determine the prices p either «simultaneously» by (6) or «se
quentially» starting from (10).

Starting from (10) and putting in the right-hand side of (10)

P = Po> (12)
where p0,

Po > °> (13)
is an arbitrary positive lxn vector, we get

Pi = P0(1 + r) A B 1 + w /B '1. (14)
Putting in the right-hand side of (10)

P = Pi
and taking into account (14), we get

P2 = Pi (1 + r) A B 1 + w/B '1 =

(15)
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= {[p00  + r)A B-1 + w /B 1] ( l  + r )A B 1} + w*B 1 =

= p0 [(1 + r) AB'1 ]2 + w ^B1 (1 + r) AB'1 + w^B1. (16)

Putting in the right hand side of (10)

P = P2 (17)
and taking into account (16) we get

p3 = p0[(l + r) AB'1 ]3 + w ^B1 [(1 + r) AB*1]2 +

+ w ^B1 [(1 + r) AB'1] + w ^B1. (18)

Continuing the above procedure we get

Pm = W*B 1 ^  + [(! + r) A B 1] + [(1 + r) AB-1]2 +
+ [(1 + r) AB’1]3 + ... + [(1 + r) A B 1f - 1} +

+ P„[(1 + r)A B-1]m. (19)

Due to (9) the maximum eigenvalue of the positive or semipositive matrix 
(1 + r) AB'1 is positive and less than unity. Consequently the matrix (1 + r) A B 1 
is convergent, i.e., the matrix [(1 + r) A B 1]"1 converges with increasing m 
towards the nxn zero matrix. Hence, also the vector p0 [(1 + r) AB'1]"1 con
verges with increasing m towards the lxn zero vector. Thus at an enough great 
m we get

p = w^B'1 {I + [(1 + r) A B 1 ] + [(1 + r) AB’1]2 + ... +

+ [(1 + r) AB'1]"1' 1 }. (20)

From (11) and (20) and at an enough great m we get

PmS P· (21)

The above iterative procedure of calculation of p is what Alan Freeman 
calls «sequential approach». It is the well known approach presented by Paolo 
Giussani (see Giussani 1991-1992).

This «sequential approach» is merely a computational procedure that has 
no economic meaning. Nevertheless Alan Freeman conceives this procedure as 
a procedure which actually takes place in the time so that, according to him, 
the computational steps from 0 to 1, from 1 to 2, from 2 to 3,..., from m-1 to m 
describe transitions from the time point 0 to the time point 1, from the time 
point 1 to the time point 2, from the time point 2 to the time point 3,..., from 
the time point m-1 to the time point m.

Alan Freeman fails to appreciate that this procedure, even if it was a real
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process that takes place in the time and not only a computational one, it would 

be possible only if

B = I , (22)

i.e. only if the production system is a single and not a joint production system. 
Otherwise, i.e., if

B * I , (23)
relation (8) does not hold, as presupposed 3.

Thus, the above expositions on the «sequential approach» finally hold only 
for B = I and consequently for

B 1 = I . (24)

Hence, one must put in (9), (10), (11), (14), (16), (18), (19) and (20) the 
relation (24).

So, we get from (11)

p = w£ [ I - ( l  + r) A ]1 (11a)

and from (20)

pm = wZ {I + [(1 + r) A] + [(1 + r) A]2 + ... + [(1 + r) A]m l }, (20a)
where

Pm = P· (21a)
The application of (20a) and (21a) instead of (11a) in order to computer 

the price vector p is merely an iterative procedure that we necessarily use when 
we cannot use (11a) because the order of the matrix [I -  (1 + r) A ]1 is so great 
that we cannot computer this matrix.

Both methods, the one by application of (11a) and the other by application 
of (20a) and (21a), are equivalent, where the second is of course an iterative 
one.

3. This happens since a square positive or semipositive matrix B, B > 0, has a positive or semi
positive inverse B'1, B 1 > 0, only if B has in each row and in each column only one positive 
element, i.e. only if B is diagonal (see Magnan de Bornier 1984). This obviously implies that a 
square positive matrix B has never a positive or semipositive inverse B'1, B'1 > 0, and that a 
square semipositive matrix B has a semipositive inverse B 1 only if B is diagonal. But if B is 
diagonal, one can the basic activity levels so define that

B = I =>

B 1 = I 1 = I .

Consequently B'1 is semipositive only if the production system is a single production system.
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Nevertheless there exists an additional difference among them: The ap
plication of the «simultaneist concept», i.e. of (11a), presupposes that either

(a) only w is given or
(b) only r is given or
(c) w and r are given or
(d) only the real wage rate d is given4 or
(e) w and d are given.

The «simultaneist concept» determines in the case (a) the vector p of the 
relative prices of the n produced commodities and r5, in the case (b) uniquely 
the vector (p,w) of the relative prices of the n produced commodities and of the 
commodity «labour power», in the case (c) uniquely the vector p of the absolute 
prices of the n produced commodities, in the case (d) the vector (p,w) of the 
relative prices of the n produced commodities and of the commodity «labour 
power» and r,6 and in the case (e) the vector p of the absolute prices of the n 
produced commodities and r.7

Thus, the application of the «simultaneist concept» presupposes not 
necessarily single production and that both r and w are given. On the contrary 
the application of the «sequential approach», i.e. of (20a) and (21a), 
presupposes necessarily single production and that both r and w are given. 
Thus, its application confine to the above case (c), i.e. to the case, in which, 
first, the production system is a single production system and, second, both w 
and r are given. On the contrary the application of the «simultaneist concept» 
refers to single and joint production systems and to all the cases (a)-(e).

The «sequential approach» is a computational iterative approach and not 
an actual economic process which take place in the time. It would be a such 
process only if each computational step would describe a transition from one 
point of time to an other point of time. This does not happen. If only because 
of that the first computational step, at which p = p0, is arbitrary since p0 is 
positive but arbitrary.

Consequently one can not identify the «sequential approach» with a non
equilibrium conception of the real economic process. For the same reasons one

4. d, d > 0, is a nxl column vector.
5. In this case (11a) has n solution. One choices the solution with r > 0 and p > 0. This is the 

solution with the smallest non-negative arithmetical value for r.
6. See footnote 5.
7. See footnote 5.
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can not identify the «simultaneist concept» with a Walrasian equilibristic 
conception of the real economic process. Thus, economists like Ricardo and 
Marx, who use the «simultaneist concept» are of course not for this reason 
«equilibrists». And economists, who use the «sequential approach» are of 
course not for this reason «non-equilibrists».

Finally, the «sequential approach» is not quite new (see Brody 1974, pp. 
88-91). It was known from the Input-Output-Analysis (see Tu 1994, pp. 130- 
131) and from the soviet planning as an iterative approach of the 
determination not of the prices but of the commodity quantities to be 
produced.

The problem of the soviet planners was the following: To find out the 
gross product X that corresponds to the planned and hence known positive or 
semipositive net product Y, Y > 0. For the net product Y holds

The planners have suppose single production, i.e. B = I, and have obtain

The resolution of the problem, i.e. of (25), seems convenient. One merely 
must computer the matrix (I -  A )'1 . But matrix (I -  A )'1 was of the order of 
1200x1200 and the computers obtainable at that time have need many years at 
«real time» to computer this matrix. Thus, the planners have apply the iterative 
approach. They have start from

Y = Bx -  Ax = (B -  A) x => 

x = (B -  A )'1 Y.

And for the gross product X holds

X = Bx = B (B -  A )'1 Y .

X = Bx = lx = x ,

Y = X -  AX = (I -  A) X (25)
and, because of B = I and (1),

X = ( I - A ) '1 Y . (26)

Y = X -  AX =* 

X = Y + AX 28
(25)

(27)

(28)

(29)
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is a positive but arbitrary nxl vector, they have obtained

Xj = Y + AX0. (30)

Afterwards, they have put (30) in the right-hand side of (27) and obtained

X2 = Y + AXj = Y + A (Y  +AX0) =

= Y + AY + A2X0

and so on. Continuing this procedure they obtained

Xm = (I + A + A2 + ... + A"1'1) Y + AmX0. (31)

Because of A > 0, B = I and (1), the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix A 
is positive and less than unity. Consequently the matrix A m converges with an 
increasing m towards the nxn zero-matrix and hence also the vector Am XQ 
converges towards the nx l zero vector.

At an enough great m is

Xm = (I + A + A2 + ... + A"1'1) Y = X . (32)

So, for computational reasons the soviet planners have apply in order to 
computer X, instead of (26), (31), i.e., instead of the «simultaneist concept», 
the «sequential approach»8.

This «sequential approach» of the soviet planners is the «dual» of the 
«sequential approach» of Alan Freeman and vice versa. Consequently it is not 
correct that Alan Freeman calls his «sequential approach» a «non-dualistic 
approach».

Finally, the «sequential approach» does not imply at any time different 

prices for a commodity as input and for the same commodity as output, as Alan 

Freeman maintains. Suppose that the gross product XM of the «period» t-1 

(i.e. of the computational step t-1) contains the quantity X ^  of the commodity 

i, the part a X ^ ,  0 < a < l ,  of which has been consumed during the «period» t-1 

and the rest ( l - a )X (J_)1 of which enter as means of production into the pro

duction process of the next «period», i.e. of the «period» t. At the time point t, 

i.e. at the end of the «period» t-1 and at the beginning of the «period» t, the 

price of the commodity i is p<j>, p (ti}* p ^  . The gross product Xt of the «period» 

t also contains the quantity X ^  of the commodity i. At the time point t+1, i.e. 

at the end of the «period» t and at the beginning of the «period» t+1, the price

8. The application of the above «sequential approach» is of course possible only if B = I, i.e. 
only if the production system is a single production system.
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of the commodity i is pW+1, p(ti}+1 * p(ti}. Alan Freeman misconceives this fact, i.e. 

the fact that p(j}+1 * p(ti}, in other words the fact that the price p (i) o f the com

modity i changes during the time, as if the price p(ti} of the commodity i at the 

time point t was the price of i as an input and the price p ^  j of the same 

commodity i at the time point t+1 was the price of the same commodity i as an 

output and as if both prices p ^an d  p(ti}+1 hold at the same time point.

* * *

In Marx and Non-Equilibrium Economics (Freeman 1996) Alan Freeman 
carries over his «sequential approach» of determination of the production 
prices to the determination of the labour values.

What is the matter? As well known, it holds for the l(n  vector m of the 
labour value

coB = ooA + l . (38)

We have shown earliest (see Stamatis 1979, 1979a, 1980 and 1983) that in 
joint production systems the labour values to are positive but not uniquely de
termined. Alan Freeman presupposes single production, i.e. B = I.

Consequently it holds, instead of (38)

a) = o)A + L . (39)

We get from (39)

= A )'1 [= t  (I + A + A2 + A3 + ...)] ( > 0 ) . (40)

Thus, taking into account B = I and (1), it follows from (40) that the 
labour values w are positive and uniquely determined.

But the computation of a) presupposes the computation of the matrix 
(I -  A ) 1. If the order of this matrix is so great that its computation is impossible 
or inconvenient, one can to computer by using the following iterative pro
cedure.

By starting from (39) and putting in the right-hand side of (39)

where w0,
0) = 0)0’

0)0 > 0,

is a positive but arbitrary lxn vector, one get from (39)

o)j = co0A -I- i .

(41)

(42)

(43)
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Putting in the right-hand side of (39)

a) = (Dj (44)

and taking into account (43) one get from (39)

(ü2 = ooj A + t

= (o)0A + l ) A  + l

= a QA 2 + lA  + i .  (45)

A.s.o. until one get

ü)m = (D0 Am -I- (i + IA  + LA2 + ... + ¿A"1'1) =

= o)0 Am + t  (I + A + A2 + ... + A"1'1) . (46)

Since, because of A > 0, B = I and (1), is 0 < XA < 1, where kA is the 
maximum eigenvalue of A, the matrix Am converges with increasing m towards 
the nxn zero matrix and consequently the vector o)0Am also converges towards 
the lxn zero vector. Hence at an enough great m is

(om = I (I + A + A2 + ... + Am_1) . (47)

From (39) and (47) we get that at an enough great m is

“ m *  “  ' (48)
The above procedure is merely a computational one. As we have shown 

earlier (see Stamatis, 1988), this computational method has be presented in 
1910 by Georg Charasoff (see Charasoff 1910).

Alan Freeman misconceives this computational procedure as an actual 
economic process which takes place in the real time. Hence the criticism which 
is exercised by Dyménil and Lévy (1997) upon the inferences of misconceiving 
the «sequential approach» of the labour value determination as a real econo
mic process by Alan Freeman, is obviously correct.
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Ο ι κύριοι στόχοι του παρόντος εγχειρ ιδ ίου  ε ίνα ι δύο. Ο πρώτος 
είναι να  ενημερωθούν οι αναγνώ στες σχετικά  με τα  όσα π ρ έπ ε ι να  γνω 
ρίζουν θεω ρητικά κα ι πραγματικά  γ ια  τις δ ιαπραγμ ατεύσεις. Ο δεύτε
ρος να λειτουργήσει ως ένα ισχυρό κίνητρο που θα  υποκινήσει και θα 
παρακινήσει τους αναγνώ στες να  δ ιαπραγμ ατεύοντα ι με το σωστό 
τρόπο. Έ τσ ι θα μπορέσουμε να  αλλάξουμε τον τρόπο που σκεπτόμαστε 
και να πετύχουμε καλύτερα  -  ποσοτικά  κα ι ποιοτικά  -  αποτελέσματα.

• Α κ α δ η μ ία ς  88, 106 78 Αθ ή να .  Τηλ.: 3302415, 3820612 - fax: 3836658
• Γ. Γ ε ν ν α δ ίο υ  6, 106 78 Α θ ήνα .  Τηλ.: 3817826, 3806661 - fax: 3836658  

• Στοά Ο ρ ψ έ ω ς ,  Στοά Β ιβλίο υ  Π ε σ μ α ζό γ λ ο υ  5, 105 59 Α θ ή ν α .  Τηλ.: 3211246
• Θ ε σ σ α λ ο ν ίκ η :  Κ. Μ ελεν ίκο υ  30, 546 35. Τηλ.: 245222_____


